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A Word From Our Director

“Increasing our
efforts to operate
in a more
sustainable way”

Dear Families,
Before we knew it autumn arrived and as always it was adorned by
International Women’s Day on the 8th of March. I am so pleased that the
staff took me up on this event suggestion (as there are so many events in
the calendar nowadays). The first thing I saw when I walked in to Gumnuts
after my holiday was the photos & stories displayed. What a wonderful
heartfelt and honest piece of history it is, so a big thank you to all the
parents, staff and Liesel for co-ordinating. As this is a topic valid all the
time, everywhere and for everyone, it’s not too late if you would like to
hand in your contribution.
As per regulations, Gumnut Gardens continually works on its Quality
Improvement Plan. At our last couple of staff meetings (which are held in
the evening once per month) we have discussed that we would like to
increase our efforts to operate in a more sustainable way. Staff have been
given Keep Cups for their take away coffees and we have changed to
biodegradable garbage bags but we would also like to use less plastic. As
we already purchase “Smelly Bags” for the return of the children’s dirty
clothes, we are looking at ways to use less cling wrap in the kitchen. Child
Care Centres are big consumers of certain environmentally unfriendly
products, often due to strict health regulations. The kitchen also gets inspected by Council, as we serve hot food. Sandra will now go back to what
we used to do, use clean tea towels to cover the food prior to being served.

If anyone has a compost bin at home and would like some suitable food
scraps, Sandra will fill you a yoghurt container of our scraps. Please return
the container at your leisure so we can reuse. We are trying to lessen our
landfill and will resume having our compost bins when the building next
door has finished.
The Jarjums will make bees wax cloths that can be used for their lunch
wraps when going to Bush Kindy or other excursions.
We also thought it would be nice to line up a few new social events, then
all the new families could be introduced as well! We were thinking a
Saturday morning picnic and an evening for bees wax cloth making (at cost
price). RSVP sheets will be displayed next to the children’s sign-in sheets as
usual. Other suggestions are of course welcome!
Extending a warm thank you to the families that have donated wonderful
toys and items for art & craft experiences. Remember that we are happy
to receive recycled items (i.e. bottle tops, corks, string and coloured paper)
to reuse!
Kind regards,
Mimi Symons

From the Gootha Room
It was lovely to welcome back our returning Gootha’s this year and also to
welcome our new friends Caspar, Ruby and Elliot who have settled in so
nicely.
Our loose parts project continues to grow and change with continuing
additions of new recycled materials and natural objects enticing the
children to create, explore and problem solve.
Following the children's current interests, one of the directions the loose
parts project has taken is the construction of roads, tracks and structures
for all sorts of transportation.

Water has been introduced to the outdoor area in the mud kitchen and in
caring for our plants and gardens during these warmer months. The
Gootha’s appear to enjoy exploring all things water, for example using ice,
bubbles, spray bottles, drips, splashing, sprinkling, filling vessels and
hosing which helps to develop so many learning areas like fine motor,
creativity, science, sustainability and socialising.

Inside we cook a meal or a healthy snack with the children each week.
Sometimes they get to take some home using biodegradable packaging
that they have decorated themselves.
We also seek out more unusual foods, like fresh coconut, for the children
to smell, touch, taste and experience the food in its natural state. These
experiences promote children’s learning as they develop their own
scientific concepts, language, hand/arm strength and coordination through
chopping, grating, pouring and mixing. The children begin to learn how to
negotiate roles as they contribute to the group experience.
We have recently developed a “Program Wall” in the Gootha sign-in area,
which is extended in our room program on storypark. Family feedback and
suggestions are most welcome, for example we could add books and songs
you read at home as well as cooking family recipes.

With love,
Gootha Room xxx

From the Boori Room

“Education must be a provider of alternative
views of the world and a strengthener of the
will to explore them” – J. Bruner

“learning itself
is the subject
of constant
research”

Bruner reminds us of the importance of giving children the opportunity to
reach their maximum potential. From this perspective, learning is a
process of constructing, testing and reconstructing theories as we
constantly generate new knowledge. Educators as well as children are
constantly learning. Learning itself is the subject of constant research.
During these last three months we have established connections with
people and environments. The Boori Room and backyard are intimately
linked, a connection which expands each day thanks to the children’s
brilliant ideas and input. We have investigated stones and sticks as natural
elements, open-ended materials and loose parts. Recently we added
fabrics and materials to match the loose parts using them to create a
landscape of imagination and creativity.

One of the open-ended materials we have been exploring lately is stones.
Using stones we have developed numeracy by counting and sorting them.
Other times stones become ingredients for cooking or used as
representative components of their family. This highlights the beauty and
potential of open-ended materials and their role in stimulating critical
thinking, problem solving, language, dialog, creativity, imagination and
scientific thinking.
In addition, we have improved our skills on the trapeze and climbing
structures. In our circle time we have worked on our negotiation skills,
developing empathy and using yoga and meditation to manage our
emotions.
In February we welcomed Emilia from England and in March we welcomed
Archer. They have both been exploring new friendships and environments
with joy and curiosity. We are thrilled to support them in their new exciting
experience!
Caden, Henry, Ava, Olivia and Xavier
transitioned to the Preschool Room and
they have been starting a spectacular new
learning adventure with Liesel and Charlynn. We have been so privileged to observe all your growth and development
over the year and are filled with joy and
pride to see your enthusiasm and
self-confidence as you enter the Jarjum
room.
With Love,
The Boori Room.

From the Jarjum Room

“Education is a natural process carried out by the child and is not acquired
by listening to words but by experiences in the environment.” - Dr Maria
Montessori
The philosophy in our Preschool Room at Gumnut Gardens is that most of a
child’s learning occurs beyond the walls of the classroom. Active
participation and engagement in every day experiences – whether it’s
walking down the street or visiting local parks and businesses – invites
children to think about all sorts of concepts whether it’s literacy, numeracy,
science or the physical and socially-related. This is why we advocate so
much for our Bush Kindy program as we can truly see how an ‘outdoor
classroom’ inspires children to be more creative, flexible and aware of their
surrounding communities.
We also strive to provide well-rounded learning experiences for children by
extending their interests through going on field trips and local excursions.
The learning is incredibly rich during these outings as the children are
constantly picking up ideas or learning new things as we absorb everything
around us. Whether it’s visiting an art gallery or a museum, exploring
historical landmarks, catching different modes of transport, reading signs
along the way or walking from place to place, there are a myriad of ways to
build children’s understandings and knowledge of the world around them.
It's nice to be reminded just how amazing Sydney City is and how fortunate
we are to have such beautiful locations at such close proximity to us. Our
recent excursion to Lavender Bay via a bus and ferry ride was evidence of
this as the children learnt all about public transport, Luna Park, sculptures
and secret gardens.

We’ve had such a busy start to the year and have had several new
additions to our Jarjum room. We’d like to extend a warm welcome to
Avery, Frankie, Neil, Dora and their respective families who have recently
joined our Gumnut family. We’d also like to welcome Caden, Henry, Xavier,
Ava, Olivia and Alice who have moved or are in the midst of transitioning
from the Boori Room. It’s been amazing to see their resilience and growth
during this time and we look forward to providing them with a learning
environment where they feel safe, secure and supported to thrive.
With Love,
Charlynn and Liesel.

Some AWESOME
photos from our
excursion!

From the Gumnut Gardens Kitchen
Welcome to my kitchen where food is made with love every day to help our
children stay healthy and happy. Sincere thanks to all the families who
recognise and appreciate the work I do to make sure the Gumnut children
have a higher intake of vegetables, fruits, grains and calcium-rich foods.
These efforts ensure that Gumnut children are provided a good meal
structure with high nutritional quality.
One of the famous drinks that the Gumnut children enjoy is the Gumnut
Gardens smoothie! It is simple to make, nutritious and most importantly
delicious. Try it at home for a simple cold drink on a hot day or as a way to
keep the wolf from the door during those in-between-meal times when the
snack cravings hit!
Another recipe we have been making at Gumnut Gardens recently is cumin
-spiced chickpeas. These golden, crisp and delicious bites make for the
perfect healthy afternoon snack.

RECIPE – SMOOTHIE
1 tablespoon honey
1 cup strawberries
1 cup natural yogurt
2 cups spinach OR celery
1 banana

RECIPE – CUMIN-SPICED CHICKPEAS
Ingredients:
400g can chickpeas, drained, rinsed
2 teaspoons ground cumin
1 teaspoon ground coriander
½ teaspoon dried chilli flakes
1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
Method:
Preheat oven to 170 degrees Celsius. Line a large baking tray with
baking paper.
Spread chickpeas over tray. Sprinkle chickpeas with cumin,
ground coriander, chilli flakes and season with salt and pepper. Drizzle with olive oil.
Roast, shaking pan occasionally for 1 hour or until chickpeas are
golden and crisp. Cool on tray.

A word from the Approved Providers

Many of you have not yet accessed your username and password to
log in to Hubworks. Hubworks is our interface with the Child Care
Subsidy System (CCSS) and the Child Care Management System
(CCMS) and it is important that all families are able to log in to access
its services. Some of the reasons for this are below.
Electronic sign ins may be a bore and establishing the process has
been beset with teething problems. Nonetheless it is the only
accurate way of meeting our reporting requirements. Please
familiarise yourself with this system and ask staff for help if you have
difficulty. Like many things - it is simple when you know how.
Obtaining invoices and statements can be managed by families
through Hubworks.
The Child Care Subsidy Statement of Entitlements for individual
families have been available in Hubworks since 15 March 2019
Updating personal information to meet regulatory requirements can
be done through Hubworks. It is important that information such as
address, e-mails and telephone numbers are always current.

The Child Care Subsidy System
According to the federal government
“The Child Care Subsidy System (CCSS) provides a simple and
easy to use interface for families and child care services.”
www.education.gov.au/child-care-subsidy-system Department
of Education and Training (Accessed 18 March 2019)
According to a member of the Gumnut Gardens Community:
As for Centrelink, they're becoming increasingly confusing
and I've all but given up.
Please bear with us as we negotiate the behemoth of government
administration. We are often not kept up to date. There have been
occasions when CCS has been taken back with no apparent reason.
There have been occasions when CCS is unexpectedly backdated and
paid. There are times when CCS changes from day to day for a given
child. We cannot control this. It is very frustrating and, while we
investigate as best we can, we are often told “we cannot divulge our
reasoning owing to privacy laws. Please ask a member of the family to
contact us directly”.
We accommodate families financially as best we can but our hands
are tied as we need cash flow to pay wages and rent
Another important point to note is that CCS is not payable if a child
does not attend in the notice period prior to cessation of enrolment.
In such circumstance’s families will have to pay full fees. We need this
notice as staffing, programming and ordering is done well in advance.

“revisionism” by Joanne Burns
A Poem From the Approved Providers
Joanne Burns is an Australian poet from Vaucluse. Her poetry often
contains a characteristic blend of prose with poetry. We hope you
enjoy this amusing piece.
king lear in a mr whippy van
ulysses in a greyhound bus
heathcliff in a honda
miss havisham waiting for the lights to change

henry lawson in a holden commodore
silas marner in a mercedes
huck finn in a volvo
gertrude stein as a taxi driver
lady macbeth as a removalist
jane austen in a panel van
the man from snowy river in a rolls
sartre as a petrol tanker driver
tennyson in a toyota
emily dickinson in a cadillac
voss in a campervan
hamlet in a valiant

dickens in a mini moke
lawrence in a jaguar
hardy as a hearse driver
whitman in a four wheel drive

sylvia plath as an ambulance driver
eliot as a chauffeur
evelyn waugh as a rickshaw driver
proust with a flat tyre
(Copyright fee paid for).
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